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TOWARDS A RATIONAL CONCEPT OF THE
WORLD AND RESPIRATION
It is to ancient Greek civilization that we
must look for the first groping steps towards
a naturalistic concept of respiration, although
we shall not, of course, expeot to find one
which is consistent with modern views. Nearly
a millennium before Christ, Homer wrote of
the gods as more less predictable and very
human beings, deserving more of admiration
and emulation than worship; they took a
fairly commonsense view of man's earthly
pursuits, and left him a measure of control
over his own destiny. From this relatively
disrespectful state-by comparison with primi-
tive or Old Testament views-it is hut a stage
to a rationalistic view of the universe, that is,
to science, and this step was taken about three
centuries later (6th century B.C.) by Thales,
Anaximander and Anaximenes. We cannot
pause to consider their views in detail, nor can
we digress, as strictly we should, to consider
the emerging relationship between philosophy
and science. Suffice it to say that these first
philosopher-scientists sought to explain the
universe and life in rational terms, basing
their rationalizations-we might say extra-
polations-on certain specific observations of
natural phenomena. The latter were con-
cerned, in the main, with the interrelationships
of basic substances (ultimately regarded as
the four elements) such as fire, earth, air and
water. Water, for example, could he con..
densed to form earth, or rarefied to form
mist and vapour.
AdalTIS (1849) noted that the ancient
philosophers considered that each of these
elements, so-called, comprehended several dis-
tinct modifications of matter, and "it can
hardly he doubted that they inferred the like
of air"; indeed, Aristotle examines this point
in some measure in his Metereologica. Adams
also indicates that all the philosophic schools
conceded some of one element in the other,
or some degree of transmutation of one into
the other. Furthermore, either directly or im..
plicitly, there was often a recognition of a
still more basic "primordial matter". Thus,
the clifferences in concepts of matter were less
fundamental than might appear. We need not
pause to consider how significant it was that,
for example, Anaximenes regarded air or mist
as the basic element, as did Diogenes in the
time of Hippocrates, and Thales water; cer...
1 Part II of the seoond Australian Journal of Physio~
therapy Oration. Part I appeared in Aust. J.
Physiother. XVI, 1.
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tain1y there was no significance in relation to
concepts of respiratory physiology. A further
philosophical view of relevance to our theme
was enunciated by Democritus (c. 420 B.C.)
-nothing is created out of nothing or des-
troyed into nothing. The fundamental signifi~
cance of this "law of conservation of matter"
to physiology, and especially to respiration
and innate heat, could not be appreciated for
centuries.
The four qualities of hot, cold, moist and
dry were ultimately associated with the four
elements in varying proportions. The humR
oral Itheory of disease evolved from this, but,
although fundamental to an understanding of
later medicine, it has little direct relevance to
the history of respiration.. However, Crowther
(1942) regards an Aristotelian addi1tion,
whereby metals and minerals contained a
smoky and vapourous exhalation, as the fore-
runner of the phlogiston theory which became
the only available theoretical background to
an understanding of respiration until ilts over..
throw in lthe eighteenth century.
Anaximenes offers an example of inter-
relationship close to our theme, pointing out
that a gentle expiration against one's hand
feels hot (air is becoming rarefied towards
fire) whereas a forcible expiration through
pursed lips feels cold (air is becoming con-
densed towards water). "Jlist as ... our soul,
being air, holds us together, so do breath and
air encompass the whole world" (quoted in
Burnet, 1948).. Anaximenes considered that
the world breathed, just as man did, being
kept functional by "draughts of air which it
inhales from the infinite mass beyond the
heavens" (Moon, 1909). This view, deriving
" ld II" f " f " 1·f" · Iwor .. I e rom man- 1 e , IS an ear y ex-
pression of a relationship between microcosm
and macrocosm which has physiological imR
plications. It also serves to remind us that
"." I haIr means, as a ru e, more t an a mere gas
mixture, as we understand it today. Diogenes'
later view went further: "That which has in..
telligence has air; the soul is air; everything
is a transfonnation of air" (Novak, 1958).
This leads to an interesting function of
respiration, whereby it unites the mind (rea..
son, or soul, present in air) in the environ..
rnent with the mind inside the hody, giving
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rise to consciousness and memory. These are
lost in sleep, when the mind is shut off from
the environment by closure of all the senses.
Respiration alone is "preserved as a sort of
root from which rest may spring again"; on
waking the inner mind "looks out through
the openings of the senses, as if through win..
dows, and coming together with the surround..
ing mind, it assumes the power of reason" (a
passage from Sextus Empiriclls, quoted by
Burnet, 1948). There is a measure of identiR
fication of air with fire, and sleep was re..
garded as a waning of the fire within; per-
haps the decrease in breathing during sleep
had been noticed. A temporary separation of
fire from the body's earth was later held to
be the basis of sleep, death being associated
with permanent separation; no doubt the loss
of heat from a dead body had been observed.
We may see--as the Greeks could not see--
an association of respiration with metabolism
(fire), or the "innate heat" of man and ani..
mals which, with respiration, remained a basic
physiological problem for centuries.
I have quoted these Greek philosophic views
of "air" and sleep because superficially they
offer some resemblance to the more primitive
view of the "hreath of life" discussed earlier.
The essential difference is that the basic con..
cept was naturalistic and rational, rather than
animistic or supernatural, and it was based in
some degree on an interpretation of observed
phenomena. The idea that the concept could
be expressed as an hypothesis susceptible of
experimental proof was a giant intellectual
step in the history of science which had yet to
be taken; to be fair, more factual observations
were probably required before such as ex-
pression was possible. Indeed, two centuries
or so later, Socratic philosophy decried experi-
ence derived from the senses, and regarded the
acquisition of knowledge and the perception
of truth as wholly intellectual processes, at..
tainable through reason alone. We shall not
fallow in detail the influence of this specula..
tive approach to the explanation of natural
phenomena in general, or respiratory physio..
logy in particular; those who wish to examine
where it leads may read Plato's Timaeus. We
may perhaps quote two of the more readily
understood sections from this work.
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"And because they knew that the swell-
ing of the heart which makes it throb with
suspense or anger was due to fire, they de-
vised relief for it in the structure of the
lung, which they made soft and bloodless,
full of cavities like a sponge, and so able,
hy absorbing breath and d.rink, to provide
relief and ease from the heat. For this
reason they cut the channels of the wind-
pipe to the lung and set it round the heart
like a cushion, 80 that when the passion
was at its height, the heart would beat
against something yielding, be refreshed
"
I shall return to the question of the cooling
function of the rungs, which, largely through
Aristotle, a pupil of Plato's, became a part of
conventional physiology for centuries. The
sentence beginning "For this reason . . ."
illustrates the hazard of attempting to further
knowledge by mere contemplation: it leads
to a teleological approach, a search for pur..
pose, proceeding on the assumption that the
design is perfect; Aristotle, in a scientific
work, uses almost the same phraseology in
regard to respiration as Plato does in a philo..
sophie one. Plato continues:
"It is in this way and by these means, as
we said before, that the process of respira-
tion takes place. .. . . Fire cuts up our
food, and as it ebbs and flows within the
body with the motion of the breath, its
ebb and flow fill the veins with the cut-up
food which it pumps into them from the
belly. And this process keeps the stream of
nourishment flowing through the body of
all animals."
(Quoted from Lee, 1951.)
The ebb and flow of the blood, as distinct
from a circulation, also became part of con-
ventional physiology, and here it is implied
that it was in fact dependent upon the respira..
tory movements. The "ways and means" to
which Plato refers are exceedingly difficult to
comprehend, and certainly cannot be inter-
preted in terms of any modern concepts. The
alternating respiratory movement, which con..
tinues as "long as the mortal crealture sur..
vives", was initiated by the creating god. Its
immediate physical basis was the heating of
the air entering the body and a consequent ex-
pulsion; as there could be no void, its exit
produced a thrust which led to other air
taking up the place thus vacated, and so on,
cyclically. The view that breathing is not in-
dependent of blood flow, but rather that the
two were correlated, is expressed by other
authors, including Empedocles. In fact, it is
hard to believe that Platonic physiology could
ever have been wholly abstract; even the idea
of fire cutting up food seems to owe something
to simple sensory perception.
Although the speculative aspect of Greek
philosophy exerted a tremendous influence on
the progress of science-or rather, perhaps,
its lack of progress after an exciting begin..
ning-there were some indications of an ex-
perimental approach to science, and a clear
appreciation in some quarters-notably in the
Hippocratic school of medicine at Cos-of the
relationship which should exist between
theory, practice and observation. These we
may now consider as we begin to unravel the
strictly scientific history of respiration.
HIPPOCRATIC VIEWS ON RESPIRATION
The first scientific experiments in the
modern sense were carried out by Empedocles
(c. 440 B.C.), a generation or more before
Plato. They are of fundamental importance
in the history of respiration for they estab·..
Iished beyond doubt the existence of air as a
material substance. Empedocles took a clep..
sydra, a device similar to but smaller than the
waterclock, which was essentially a hollow
tube with one end open and one end perfor-
ated by a small hole. If the open end was
placed under water, water entered the cylinder
provided that the small hole at the other end
was open. If this was occluded by the finger,
no water entered. Conversely, if the cylinder
was filled in this way, and then withdrawn
vertically from the water with the finger
blocking the hole, no wa-ter would escape
from the open end. By this simple experiment
(undertaken, incidentally, in relation to a
physiological notion that the blood moved up
and down in the body, to and from the peri..
phery, thus physically displacing air anq
drawing it in again through the lungs and
through pores in the skin), Empedocles "had
not merely shown the corporeal nature of air;
Aust. J. Physiother.., XVI, 2, June, 1970
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he had shown how we can overcome the limi-
tations of our sensuous apprehension and dis-
cover, hy a process of inference based on
observation, truths we cannot directly per-
ceive" (Farrington, 1949). About a century
and a half later, Strata gives an account of a
systematic series of experiments which elab-
orate on this first ap,proach. Among these are
the effects of partial exhaustion of a vessel by
sucking, when the lips or fluid are drawn into
the mouth of the vessel, and the demonstration
that air may be forced into a large rigid con-
tainer, and evacuated from it, with egress or
ingress of air respectively, when the applied
force is released (Farrington, 1949).
Hippocrates (c. 410 B.C.), or rather the
better treatises of those ascribed to him and
his school, contributed several general p1rin-
ciples of vital importance, although little of
note concerning the process of respiration it..
serf. Firstly, he stated unequivocally that
disease was due to natural causes and not to
any supernatural agencies; this approach is
not surprising, for as we have seen, the general
trend of early Greek philosophy for over a
century had been naturalistic. This view im-
plies a rational aptproach to physiological
problems, although Hippocrates, not an ex..
perimental biologist, did not put it into prac-
tice. Secondly, he specifically recognised that
environmental factors, especially changes in
them, caused disease, in my view a more sig..
nificant, and certainly a more positive, contri-
bution (Airs, Waters and Places); local
"airs", or atmospheric conditions, were among
these factors. Thirdly, he discounted the value
of pure theory in medicine (incfuding, at
least by implication, the theories of Empe-
doc!es); medicine was based on observation
and practice, by which alone one might seek
to know man (On Ancient Medicine):
"But my view is, first, that all that philo-
sophers or physicians have said or written
on natural science [the universe, its ele..
ments, the nature and origin of man] no
more pertains to medicine than to painting.
I also hold that clear knowledge ahout
natural science can be acquired from medi-
cine and froll no other source, and that
one can attain this knowledge [of what man
is] when medicine itself has been properly
comprehended, but till then it is quite im-
possible ..." (Jones, 1923.)
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Hippocrates saw diseas~ as n~tural1r occur-
ring experiments deternuned m theIr onset
and outcome by a variety of external influ..
ences; knowledge was advanced by observa-
tion of these rel,ationships and of the effects
of controlling certain of them (such as diet
and other aspects of regimen).
In criticising the philosophers' concepts df
the universe, he observes "there is no test the
application of which would give certainty"
as to whether the views expressed were true
or not. Medicine, by contrast, had developed
through research, and made use of experi-
ment, observation and the results of experience
to further its progress. In these circumstances,
it is understandable that we find no system,atic
respiratory theory, hut rather conflicting or
vague views, in the more genuine Hippocratic
works, by comparison with the considerable
number of practical observations on disorders
of the respiratory tract. Thus, respiration
might exert a cooling function, or alterna-
tively one maintaining the heart's warmth;
pneuma from the air, perhaps derived through
the lungs or skin, was conveyed in the arteries,
possibly with a little blood as well. The best
of Hippocratic medicine was either not in-
fluenced by philosophic concepts, or made
sparing use of them; it was least disturbed by
the sort of "logical mysticism" affected by
Pythagoras, Zeno and their followers.
If, however, we turn to some of the other
works in the Hippocratic Corpus,! we find it
includes a most interesting treatise "On
Breaths" (Jones, 1923) or "On Airs" (Adams,
1849)-a difference in translation of the
title which immediately emphasises the p,rob-
lem of choosing the correct English word for
three Greek words (roughly, wind, breath,
air) which in themselves were not used con-
sistently by the author. Jones condemns the
treatise as a sophistic essay, shrewd in argu-
ment, inquiring in tone, hut short on facts-
"as windy in its rhetoric 'as in its subject mat-
ter" (Allbutt, 1921).
"Wind in bodies is called breath, outside
bodies it is called air. It is the most power-
ful of all [the three kinds of nourishments,
IThe Hippocratic wQrks are best regarded as the sur-
vivors of a library; only a few may be reg,arded as
genuinely Hippocratic in style, content and ap-
proach.
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namely, food, drink and wind] and in all,
and it is worth while examining its power.
A breeze is a flowing and a current of air.
When therefore much air flows violently,
trees are torn up by the force of the wind,
the sea swells into waves, and vessels of
vast bulk are tossed about. Such then is the
power that it has . . . but it is invisible to
sight, though visible to reason. For what
can take place without it. In what is it
not present? What does it not accompany?
For everything between earth and heaven is
full of wind. Wind is the cause of both
winter and summer . . . wind is food for
fire, and without air fire could not live . . .
"How air, then, is strong ... has been
said; and for mortals too this is the cause
of life, and the cause of disease in the sick.
So great is the need for wind for all bodies
that while a man can be deprived of every..
thing else, both fuod and drink, for two,
three or more days, and live, yet if the
wind (air) passages into the body be cut
off he will die in a brief part of a day,
showing that the greatest need for a hody
is wind. Moreover, all other activities of
man are intermittent, for life is full of
changes; but breathing is continuous for
all mortal creatures, inspiration and ex..
piration being alternate. . . . After this,
I must say that it is likely that maladies
occur from this source and from no other."
(Quoted from Jones' translation [1923-31];
compare that of Adams [1849] in his intro-
duction.)
We may disregard the fantastic pathology
then built upon this foundation of sandy
thought, but with Adams we may admire the
ingenuity of the argument, and the appeal to
reason and logic, of a kind. Of course, this
passage is not typical of Hippocratic medi..
cine, and even within the same treatise there
is an occasional glimpse of a truly rational
medicine based upon observation and a
knowledge of natural history. The following
quotation shows a basis of observation, al..
though perhaps not much above the standard
of the intelligent layman (in Greek times, a
philosopher!), and still connected with theory
in a way which is not characteristically Hippo-
cratic:
"If it [phlegm, formed in a heavy hea.d
overloaded with air] go to the chest, it IS
called sore throat . . . For the wind that
is breathed in through the throat passes
into Ithe chest and comes out again through
this passage. ' So when the ascending wind
meets the descending flux, a cough comes
on, and the phlegm is thrown upwards. This
being so the throat becomes sore, rough
and hot ..."
Modestly, the author concludes his treatise:
".... I have set forth how wind is lord,
not only in things as wholes, but also in
the bodies of animals. I have led my dis-
course on to familiar maladies in which the
hypothesis has shown itself correct. If
indeed I were to speak of all maladies, my
discourse, while being longer, would not be
in the least more true or more convincing."
Misquotation at third hand is not a modem
phenomenon, and it is probably to the fore-
going treatise that the following passage ulti..
mately refers; its concepts, whilst hearing no
real relation to those exp,ressed above, are of
interest in themselves. According to the
anonymous author of this Alexandian papyrus
of the second century AeD. (about six hundred
years after Hippocrates), Aristotle's account
of Hippocratic concepts concerning respira...
tion and disease is as follows:
"Breath, he [Hippocrates] holds, is the
most necessary and supreme component in
us, since health is the result of its free, and
disease of its impeded, passage. We in
fact present a likeness to plants. For as they
are rooted in the earth, so we too are rooted
in the air by our nostrils and by our whole
body . . . On this thery, when residues
occur, they give rise to breaths, which ris-
ing as vapour cause diseases. The vari..
ations in the breaths cause the various
diseases. If the breaths are violent (many),
they produce disease, as they also do if
they are very light (few). The changes too
of breaths give rise to disease ... to-
wards excessive heat or towards excessive
cold." (Quoted from Jones, 1947.)
The analogy between plants and man is
notable, as is the confusion of cause and ef-
fect in the later sentences. The author goes
on to give a more accurate account of Hippo-
crates' views, mentioning, incidentally, that
Aust. J. Physiothero) XVI, 2, June, 1970
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when "many are attacked at one and the same
time by the same disease~ the cause must be
attribUJted to the air". If the air produces a
disease, it must be the same one, but if many
different diseases occur, then they must be
caused by errors of regimen-a thoughtful
argument, appreciated hy the writer as pos...
sibly fallacious..
This anonymous treatise records a more
clearly defined example of early scientific ob-
servation, in this case adduced in relation to
the view that the cold inspired air is used to
reduce the excessive heat ab'out the heart.
". . . hreath is inhaled cold but exhaied
hot, as it passes through places that are
hot. Furthermore, it is dry when inhaled,
hut moist when exhaled. Here is proof. If
you put your hand, or a part of your cloak,
in front of the mouth and nostrils, you will
see at a glance that this is humid, showing
that moisture is also sent out with the
breath."
This experiment.. or one similar to it, may
well have been noted in regard to the relation..
ship between air and mist, or vapour, for a
clear distinction was not commonly drawn,
and also in relation to the condensation of
air to water on the withdrawal of heat, or
fire. In fact, it would seem a reasonable
guess that Anaximenes might have performed
it several centuries earlier.
Before leaving this treatise, we may con..
veniently note at this poiIlll: one of the most
remarkably experiments of antiquity, des~
cribed by the anonymous author as it was
performed by the great Alexandrian physio..
logist, Erasistratus, who lived a generation
or so after Hippocrates. It illustrates that ex-
perimental science in antiquity did extend he..
yond simple observation to a stage at which
an experiment was planned to test an hypo-
thesis. The ohject of the experiment was to
demonstrate the presence of insensible "eman-
ation" (perspiration, in modern usage) .
"If one were to take a creature, such as
a bird or something of the sort, and were
to place it in a pot for some time without
giving it any food, and then were to weigh
it with the excrement that visibly has been
passed, he will find that there has been a
Aust. I. Physiother., XVI, 2, June, 1970
great loss of weight, plainly because, per..
ceptible only to reason, a copious eman..
ation has taken place."
It was nearly 2000 years before this funda-
mental experiment in metabolism, somewhat
elaborated, was repeated by S,anctorius not
on a bird, but on "something of the sort",
namely himself. Incidentally, the existence of
emanations was demonstrated by other ex-
periments, such as eating garlic, the results
of which were certainly perceptible by the
senses, and not simply by reason.
ARISTOTELIAN CONCEPTS AND CONTEMPORARY
ADVANCES
It is impossible that ancient scientists could
have developed anything approaching a mean..
ingful concept of respiratory physiology in
the absence of even moderately accurate ana..
tomical knowledge at least of the heart, great
vessels and the trachea. Aristotle (fl. 350
B.C.) for example, recognised only a three..
chambered heart (omitting the right atrium),
and considered that each of these was con-
nected to the lung1 (the aorta, which he
named, by way of the residual du~tus arterio..
sus, in all p,roh,ability). According to Platt's
interpretation (1921), Aristotle observed that
there was no common passage or opening
where -air and blood could mix, "but the ves..
sels receive rthe air on aocount of their apposi..
tion (i.e. through the walls of the air passages
and vessels) and transmit it to the heart",
the pulmonary artery conveying it to the
right side, and the pulmonary veins to the
left atrium. In spite of its deficiencies, this
was the first account which oonsidered the
vessels as a branching system arising from
the heart; an earlier view regarded the head
or brain as the origin of the vessels. No doubt
this key position of the heart influenced Aris-
totle in locating sensation and a "governing
power" in this organ. It thus seems a little
surprising thail: Aristotle, who looked for pur-
pose in structure and design in nature, had
such an unsatisfactory appreciation of gross
intrathoracic anatomy. For example, he does
not note the existence of the heart valves, al..
though a post-Hippocratic treatise "On the
lAristotle regarded the lung as an unpaired organ,
like the heart, because of its origin from the un..
paired trachea (Ogle, 1882).
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Heart"-"a wonderfully accurate description
of all the parts about the heart" (Adams,
1849), including its substance (said to be a
strong muscle), cavities, and pericardium; it
refers to certain of the valves, and to the
venous origins.. Like Aristotle, and perhaps
at about the same period, the unknown author
realised that the heart was the focal point of
the vessels, and he located understanding in
it. Aristotle believed that respiration, whether
by air in land animals, or water in fish,
existed to cool, rather than enhance (as earlier
philosophers had suggested) the innate heat
of the heart. This heat caused expansion of
the lung (and with it, the thorax), subsequent
contraction (of expiration) being due to the
cooling effect of the inspired air. The cast
of Aristotelian thought was not as well adapted
to physiology and experiment as it was to the
broader field of biological classification and
observation.
Praxagoras of Cos (c. 330 B.C.) distin..
guished arteries from veins, noting the pulsa-
tion of the former, and incidentally also esti-
mating the pulse rate. Herophilu8 (co 300
B.C. ) observed the structural clifferences b~·
tween arteries and veins, 'and the anomalous
structure of the pulmonary artery (the "ar..
terial vein") and vein ("venous artery")
(see Rufus, translated by Brock, 1929); the
arterial pulsation was received from the heart,
and was not an intrinsic property of the artery
itself. Most authors considered that the ar-
teries contained air rather than blood, a con..
elusion related to either of the usual methods
of killing an animal, that is, by strangulation
(when the blood is found at autopsy pre..
dOID1nantly on the venous side) or by a blow
on the head, followed by exsanguination.2
HerophiIus, on the contrary, maintained that
the arteries were full of blood.. He considered
that the lungs had an intrinsic "natural desire
for dilatation and contraction". There were
two motions of each: dilatations for receiving
air from without and also from within the
body, and contractions for driving gas to the
"thorax" (presumably, the left side of the
heart) and for exhalation (Dobson, 1925).
2The latter mebhod, incidentally, employed up to the
time o£ AristO'tle, also made the veins empty and
therefore difficult to identify.
ERASISTRATUS AND GALEN
Twin peaks in the history of Greek physio-
logy are to be found in the work of Erasistra-
tus (c. 280 B.C~) and of Galen (c. 160 A.D.).
As at this stage we must become rather more
technical, I shall give a somewhat restricted
account of their views, but if these are to he
appreciated at their full worth, some note
must he taken of the anatomical observations
and physiological experiments on which they
were based. Wilson (1959), in an excellent
review, points out how earlier concepts and
strongly held notions led Galen to erroneous
conclusions and false arguments, and King
(1963) discusses some of the strengths and
weaknesses of Galenic thought. Galen, in
particular, has heen seriously misrepresented
in many current accounts of his physiological
system, so that a reasonably close examination
is justified here.
Erasistl'atus of Chios, a younger contem-
porary of Herophilus, and also supposed to
have worked at Alexandria, reached the re-
markable conclusion that, in modern termin-
ology, the heart was a double and unidirec-
tional pump, simply because he recognised all
the valves of the heart, and appreciated their
one-way action, and because he realised the
muscular power of the heart. Thus, he postu-
lated that blood flowed to the lungs through
the pulmonary artery.. Pneuma drawn from
inspired air entering the lungs through mouth,
nose, trachea and bronchi, sucked in froln
the lungs by ventricular diastole by way of
the pulmonary veins, was distributed from the
left ventricle to the aorta and thence to the
rest of the body. Thus, he accepted the
earlier observation-and it was such-that the
arteries at death were empty.! To explain how
bleeding occurred from a cut artery during
life, he envisaged the escape of pneuma as
instantaneous, the vacuum thus created suck...
ing blood into the arteries from the venous
side. He was therefore obliged to postulate
invisible communications between arteries and
veins in what we would describe as the sys-
IThe close relationship hetween the trachea, Qr
rough artery, and the arterial system is emphasized
hy the faot that the word artery (air tube?) was
applied to both sets of tubes for centuries before
and also after Erasistratus, who gave the trachea
its nam~ (Neuberger, 1910).
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temic circulation; these were not functional in
normal circumstances. Let us remember that
William Harvey was also forced to postulate
invisible anastomoses between arteries and
veins the best part of 2000 years later; both
were right" One wonders what Eranistratus
thought happened to the blood which was
continuously pumped into the lungs; this was,
in effect, a question which Harvey asked, and
which led him to postulate that the blood must,
as it were, go round in a circle" Erasistratus
also realized that the inhaled air must be of a
particular "density", or character, for he knew
death could result from breathing certain
noxious vapours (in fact, carhon monoxide)
(Dobson, 1927).
Claudius Galen, originally from Pergamum
in Asia Minor, and a practising physician in
Rome in the second century A"D", eventually
produced, in his voluminous writings, not
merely a system of physiology but a rational..
ization of the whole of medicine which became
the basic text.. For a thousand years or more
it was virtual heresy to differ from his con-
clusions; the fault ray not in Galen himself,
for he was an experimental physiologist of
the first class, but rather in factors concerned
with the religion, philosophy and social con-
ditions of later periods. In spite of his dog-
matism, prolixity, argumentativeness and van..
ity, it is impossible to see him as a man who
believed that he had advanced medical and
physiological knowledge to the ultimate limit"
His vital contribution to the present problem
was his elegant demonstration that the leit
ventricle and the arteries do contain hlood-
and not air, or pneuma-during life. He did
this by the dextrous insertion of a quill into
the beating left ventricle, and by showing the
presence of blood between two ligatures placed
round an artery. Thus he destroyed entirely
the neat Erasistratean concept" He made one
erroneous experimental observation contrary
to the finding of Erasistratus, and possibly due
to intravascular clotting: if a hollow reed is
placed in the lumen of the femoral artery and
ligatured in situ, pulsation is absent distally.
He therefore considered tha)t the pulse was a
property of the arterial wall rather than its
contents.
Another Galenic error was probably not so
much experimental as due to his argumenta-
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tive need to carry his disagreements with the
views of Erasistratus to their logical conclu-
sion, and to the necessity of supplying some
alternative explanation for the observed
phenomena. He denied that the heart valves
(or at least the mere "two..winged" mitral
valve) were fully efficient in preventing retro..
grade flow. Hence, for example, some blood
could return from the aorta to the left ven-
tricle, a view which, in part, led to the ex..
pression of the Galenic concept of the "cir..
culation" as an "ebb and flow" movement.
Galen, knowing that arterial bleeding to the
point of death produced exsanguination of
the venous system, accepted the presence of in..
visible veno-arterial communications in the
peripheral parts of the body, and this con-
viction, based on experiment, made it feas..
ible for him to postulate the existence of in..
visible pores in the interventricular septum"
"We must admire, therefore, the fore..
thought of Nature in ptroviding vessels of
two kinds, arteries and veins, and in anas-
tomosing their adjacent ends with each
other-and even before that, in doing the
same thing with the cavities of the
heart ..." (Quoted from Brock, 1929).
These communications, doubted by Vesalius
and finally disposed of by Harvey, were
necessary to allow the passage of "more re..
fined" blood (Galen, like Aristotle, knew the
blood differed in colour on the two sides of
the heart) to the left ventricle-after all,
Galen himself had proved its presence there,
and if, as he believed, blood was formed in
the liver, it was necessary to find a pathway
thence. Unfamiliar with pressureaflow rela..
tionships, he found the small size of the pul..
monary artery orifice, relative to that of the
caval orifice, evidence to support the depar..
ture of some blood from the right ventricle by
another route. Galen in fact also postulated
some sort of microscopic communications in
the lungs; blood was squeezed out of the puI..
monary veins during expiration, and the sue..
tion exerted by this movement attracted blood
into these veins from the pulmonary artery.
He appears to have appreciated in this treatise
at least (De usa partium) that the pulmonary
valves precluded brood from passing back
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into the heart during expiration.1 These
views do not amount to any real hint of a
pulmonary circulation powered by a cardiac
pump; the effective force was provided by the
movements of the chest wall, supplemented by
an "attractive power" of the heart. In any
case, Galen does not explicitly state that the
blood so transferred across the lungs proceeds
to the left atrium or ventricle; Siegel (1962)
argues strongly, notably from Galen's under-
standing of the circulation in the foetus and
in fish, that he must have assumed this trans..
fer.
Galen attributed more than one function to
the pulmonary veins.. They may have con-
veyed the blood transferred across the lungs,
they did convey pneuma, or air, or some part
thereof to the heart (for a purpose, discussed
below), and they conveyed fuliginous waste
from the heart to the lungs to he exhaled
(also discussed below) 4 He was frustrated in
studying their function directly by the techni..
cal difficulty of ligating them, and by the
animal's rapid demise when they were ligated
at their entry into the left atrium. Harvey's
success with similar experiments was due to
his use of snakes, with slow pulse rates (Keele,
1961). One wonders whether Galen tried slip-
ping a quill into the pulmonary veins as he
had done so effectively on the left side of the
heart.. However, it seems likely that he viewed
the air (or pneuma), and hence perhaps also
the "fuliginous waste", as present in some
subtle combination with the blood rather than
in a separate gaseous phase, so that this ex..
periment might not have resolved the prob-
lem.
Galen's ideas on the sequence of events dur-
ing the respiratory cycle are based on logic
and analogy rather than experiment, and are
difficult to follow. Because the air was light-
est, it must enter the lungs first; no heavier
material could he attracted into them until
the "bronchi fill completely with air". He
lSeveral modern reviews state that Galen considered
waste m,wtter to be expelled from venous blood
conveyed to the lungs by the pulmonary artery.
This mistaken view is examined by Fleming (1955)
who suggests that it arose as a convenient ration:
alization to avoid the problem of a mitral valve
which allowed "reflux" of waste matter but not
of air or pneuma, and to circumvent Galen's failure
to explain how the waste matter could be separated
from the aortic blood and return.
did note, in support of this, that on mechani..
cal inflation of the lungs of a dead animal,
the lungs attained their maximum size with-
out any apparent change in the volumes of
the large pulmonary arteries and veins. After
the air, the thinner, lighter blo<>d from the
left ventricle arrived, and finally the coarser,
thicker blood from the right ventricle (Grau",
hard, 1964), which served primarily to nour..
ish the lungs. Galen, of course, had no idea
of the lungs as an air-contained "sponge",
only established by the researches of Marcello
Malpighi in the seventeenth century, fifty
years or so after Harvey's work. Galen viewed
them as light and porous, but essentially solid,
formed originally by a condensation of vapor-
ous blood (Wilson, 1960).
From deliberate experimental studies, Galen
determined that the rhythmic expansion and
contraction of the lungs was not an intrinsic
property of the lungs, nor controlled by the
heart's aotion, but was a passive consequence
of the action of muscles of the chest wall. He
also noted that respiration was to a consider-
able extent under voluntary control, quite un..
like the heart; logically, this was necessary to
permit man and animals to make noises. By
viviseetion experiments, he demonstrated the
prime role of the diaphragm in quiet breath-
Ing, the effects of phrenic, recurrent, inter..
costal nerve and spinal cord section, and the
significance of the accessory respiratory
muscles (Singer, 1956). Galen distinguished
nerves from tendons (GOBS, 1966); his insis..
tence upon a nerve supply related to contrac-
~ion ~nd paralysis (depending upon its
IntegrIty) as a defining characteristic of
muscle led him to deny that the heart was
muscular, since it continued to contract when
isolated from the body.
The simplest possible concept of the Galenic
"circulation" is one of tidal, "ebb and flow"
movements of the blood on both the arterial
and venous sides of the systemic and pulmon-
a.ry systems. It is this gross over-simplifica-
tIon, dating back to historians of the nine..
teenth century (Fleming, 1955), which is
commonly described in textbooks of medical
and biological history and to which Fleming
Wilson (1959) and Taylor (1967) take ex:
ceptio~. Siegel (1962) also points out that
the dIagram frequently reproduced to illus..
trate it, attributed to Singer (1922 a and b),
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is misleading. Galen himself uses the analogy
of tidal flow in regard to the contents of the
pufmonary veins, and a similar, but more
rapidly changing, sort of flow may perhaps
he inferred from his views on systemic arterial
pulsation, although he recognizes the ess~ ..
tial funotion of the aortic valves. He Specl-
fioally excludes the possibility of such flow
in the pulmonary artery, and it appears very
doubtful whether he envisaged it elsewhere
on the venous side, certainly with a similar
connotation of "ebb and How" in terms of
timing; reversal of flow occurred more accord-
ing to the requirements and functional state
of individual organs than according to the
properties of an independent vascular system
(Brock, 1916). Certainly, this simplified con-
cept does not do justice to the anatomical and
physiological knowledge which the Greeks had
slowly acquired, and it underrates the experi-
ments and observations which they had made.
On the other hand, one may reasonably ask
why their prainstaking work did not lead to
more satisfying conclusions.. Discarding the
erroneous data, they knew from observation
and experiment that arteries and veins con-
tained blood with different properties, they
knew the anomaly of the pulmonary "arterial
vein" and "venous artery"; they knew the
heart was a double but unidirectional muscu-
lar pump. They perceived the necessity to
postulate invisible channels linking arteries
and veins. William Harvey knew very little
more, but he had a better understanding of
hydrostatics (certainly than Galen) and he
applied quantitative methods to the solution
of the problem.. The other reason for the
Greek failure to come closer to the truth was
the influence which their largely speculative
concepts of respiration and its purpose had,
not only on their thinking, hut also on their
experimental design and descriptions. Harvey
refused to allow his own equally Wlsatisfac-
tory ooncepts of respiration to deviate him
from the mechanical conclusions about the
circulation to which his experiments inevit..
ably led him; in fact, he could accept much
Galenic respiratory physiology without effect
upon his own approach (Taylor 1967; see
also Goodfield, 1960).
The main method adopted in this paper to
simplify the foregoing description of Erasis-
tratean and Galenic physiology has been to
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omit all reference to the supposed purpose of
respiration, heart action and blood flow; apart
from removing much that is not easy
prehend, it also allows some use of fa~llar
terminology. It remains, therefore, to gIve a
hrief sketch of ancient concepts of the purpose
of respiration, or at least of physiologically
relevant concepts, because in some of the
more sophisticated philosophical systems :es-
piratory function became almost a questIon
of metaphysics.
The ancients, of course, knew that air was
necessary to life, hut it was not established
until the modern scientific era that something
specific (oxygen) was extracted, and the vol-
ume made up, more or less, by the addition
of another (carhon dioxide): there was no
idea of different "airs" or mixtures of airs
(gases) until the seventeenth century. They
knew that the blood was different in colour
on the two sides of the heart, but it is too
easy to infer that they necessarily attributed
this difference to contact with air or pneuma;
I do not know of any unequivocal statement
indicating an appreciation of this change as
the specific "physico..chemioal" purpose of
breathing. Op1inion ranged, at different
periods and in different schools, from the
view that a specific substance, or sometimes
merely a quality, was extracted from air to
the view that an abstract, ethereal "essence",
or soul substance, was withdrawn. Allbutt
(1921) indieates that the Greeks knew of no
difference between the inspired and expired
gas (a statement not strictly true insofar as
they knew that the expired air was warmer
and contained more vapour). Without in..
formation on al'tered blood and gas compo-
sition and of a definite association between
these changes and breathing, it becomes easier
to understand why respiration might he con..
sidered in abstract terms of soul rather than
in more mundane physico..chemical terms. It
was, of course, even possible that the lungs
were not relevant to the absorption of pneuma;
a Hippocratic view was that it passed from
the air to the brain via the nostrils, and, pre..
sumably, the olfactory nerves-an appropriate
route, if one also believed that the vascular
system originated in the head. In some phy-
siological systems, from Empedocles' to
Galen's, respiration or rather absorption of
or from air, was considered to take place
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through the skin, and we have noted one
Erasistr8Jtean experiment consonant with this
view.
Galen, in fact, with his customary comhi..
nation of logic, analogy, observation and ex-
periment, disposed of the idea that much of
substance was absorbed from the air during
respiration; the pneuma was rather a product
of the blood under the influence of heat and a
"quality" provided by breathing. (Erasistra-
tus, on the other hand, as we have seen, held
that pneuma from the air reached the heart
from the lungs and was distributed peripher..
ally by the aorta and its branches.) Instead,
Galen proceeded to relate respiration to the
"innate" heat, long known to be a property
of live man and animals.! This biological
heat was not necessarily the same as heat
derived from friotion, or combustion Dr other
external natural phenomena; it was rather a
property of life itself, arising more or less
de novo. As such, it was a recognised prob-
lem in biology for centuries before and after
Galen, and its focal point was considered to
be the heart. Galen drew attention to the fact
that a fire or flame was extinguished if con-
fined in a closed space or by a violent flow of
air, as well as by lack of fuel, excessive cold
and other circumstances. He goes on:
"For you may rob a flame of light by
suffocation or by completely depriving it
of oil. Place the heart analogous to the
wick, the blood to the oil, and the lung to
the gourd~ for it surrounds the heart like a
gourd. When an animal inhales, it is I
think, similar to a perforated gourd, but
when respiration is prevented at the ap-
propriate place on the trachea, you may
compare it to a gourd unperforated and
everywhere closed. Therefore, a perforated
gourd cannot extinguish a flame within it..
self because of the breathing through the
holes, but, when the openings through which
it is breathing are closed, this extinguishes
it immediately by suffocation. In the same
way, an enclosed lung extinguishes the in-
nate heat because of the hindering of res-
1PlhilalaoSl (fl. 400 B.C.) considered that the body
was originally composed of warm, and that cold
was introduced by the process of respiration after
birth (Burnet, 1948). Body heat was thus under.
stood as a congenital property of life.
piration, whereas a perforated and rare
lung, because of respiring, conserves the
innate heat.
"But I, when I see that the fire which
did not have ventilation is extinguished,
and then, when it is opened, it breathes out
so much smoke, and next inspires as much
of 1the pure outer air, and when both things
have been done, flames up, I reason that
there is not a little usefulness to exhaling,
in emptying the 'flame..smoke' of the blood.
For ashes, fumes, and smoke, and all super-
fluity of material of this kind around the
burning matter tend to extinguish the fire
no less quickly than water ..." (Quoted
from Wilson, 1959).
Thus arose the necessity, p,reviously men..
tioned, for some flow of air to the heart, and
some return of fuliginous waste, along the
pulmonary veins. Breathing is regarded as
appropriately controlled ventilation to main..
tain the fire, and also to cool the furnace, of
the heart.
Galen's view of the innate or uncaused heat
more as "animal heat" related to a physical
or natural process of combustion is an ad..
vance on an otherwise inevitably unproduC?
tive hypothesis. It may be contrasted with the
more conventional, if less rational, concept of
Aristotle:
"All creatures that have this part charged
with blood need rapid cooling because there
is little margin for variation of their vital
fire, and air must penetrate the whole lung
because of the quantity of blood and heat
it contains . . . the hreath passes easily to
the source of the heat which lies in the
heart." (Quoted from Goodfield, 1960.)
Although Galen's inspired guess came close
to the truth, his recognition of the inadequacy
of his data deserves emphasis, especially as
he was not a man to undervalue his own con-
tributions, whether to theory or practice:
"Certainly, these ideas have no scientific
persuasion nor necessary demonstration of
the kind we have always adduced in the
function of other things, yet they do not
completely lack evidence." (Quoted from
Goodfield, 1960.)
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CONCLUSION
For fifteen centuries or more, we find no
comparable scientific approach to the prob~
lerns of respiratory and circulatory physiology
as is to he found in Galen and Erasistratus.
If we owe the proper use of observation in
medicine to Hippocrates, it may reasonably
he said that we owe experiment in physiology
to these two remarkable men. That they
failed to develop hypotheses closer to modern
views is no reflection on their intellectual or
practical abilities. Their failure lay more in
their inabil~ty to escape from the basic philo..
sophical eoncepts of the era and from an in..
evitable limitation in techniques. Medicine,
and its practice, could be enormously advanced
by rejecting many abstract notions and hy
accepting observation and experiment based
on experience as its fundamental research
procedures. Physiology was too complex a
subject: for elucidation, but not so mysterious
as to prevent the insatiably curious Greek
philosopher-scientists from the attempt. They
breathed a rational air of reason and experi..
ment incompatible with the exisrtence of
winged souls, spirits, demons and gods.
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